
 

Optional Study Suggestions for Session 7: “A Meditation—Ye Are the Light” 

This class is one that seems to invite serious practice, rather than additional “study.” As Joel 
says at the beginning of the class, if you have been in The Infinite Way message for some time, 
you stand in a different relationship to the world, because you have probably risen above merely 
solving your own problems, and thus you have greater freedom to uplift your fellow men. You 
are one of “the twelve, or the seventy, or the two hundred,” depending on your degree of 
enlightenment.  
 
What is your opportunity and responsibility as one of the twelve, the seventy, or the two 
hundred? Joel gives us several key points:    
 

• You walk as an example and live as the light of the world. Wherever you are, you are a 
healing influence. Regardless of what might happen in your family, your community, or 
your nation, you must be able to retire within yourself and bring a conscious realization 
of the presence of God to the scene. You do not panic. Rather, you dwell wholly in 
spiritual consciousness. You will be the “I that is lifted up,” the one who lifts all others 
unto you. You will be the Rock of Gibraltar, the spiritual rock, and the harmony of your 
neighborhood, your community, and even your nation, will rest on your understanding 
that there is only one Power always functioning, and that no power is needed to dissolve 
error.   
 

• You are one of the twelve, or seventy, or two hundred, in proportion as you can bring 
yourself to a state of consciousness in which you do not battle the errors of the world, 
but in which you get completely still and let the Spirit of God nullify, or dissolve, the 
pictures of sense. That is not using one power over another; it is realizing that the one 
and only Power dispels the non-substantial pictures, the mental images that present 
themselves to us.  
 

• In proportion as you become a living witness to the presence of God, you can bring an 
end to the discords and inharmonies that appear in your world. You can still “storms,” 
whether at sea or on land, whether a burning fire, an incoming tidal wave, or wide-
spreading infection and contagion. To stop any apparent disaster in its tracks, you must 
stand still and retire within yourself without refuting, denying, or fighting; without even 
wielding the sword of God. You must know that the sovereign, divine remedy for all the 
ills of the world is to resist not evil. 
 
You realize that the grace of God is in operation, and  that you need no sword because 
there is no opposing power; there is no power other than God. You become completely 
silent and bear witness to a Spirit flowing through you, which stills the waves. In the 
realization of this truth, you are a witness to God unfolding, expressing.  You are the light 
of your world.   
 

• The world knows only one way of overcoming sin, disease, death, lack, and limitation—
to fight it, to battle it. But you know that this world has no way to bring peace on earth as 
long as the battle between good and evil goes on. To be a light in your community, you 
must rise above the battle between good and evil. 
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• You love your neighbor by meeting him at his level of consciousness, but you must do 
more.  You must help him rise above wars, disease, and other appearances, not by 
preaching, but first, by being the light in your own family.  Hold your peace within 
yourself, not preaching to anyone, but retiring from the battle between good and evil and 
retiring from argument.  Go within and realize that only in the degree that you resist not 
evil can the “peace that passeth understanding” descend on you.  When the Spirit of the 
Lord God has descended upon you and been consciously realized, then you are 
ordained to heal the sick, comfort the mourner, and feed the hungry.  That spiritual light 
is the light to your family.  

 

• By frequent periods of meditation during the day and night, your consciousness of God’s 
presence becomes some measure of harmony in your community. Step by step, you are 
strengthened until you realize that you can rest at will in God and let that Spirit that flows 
through you be the benediction, the healing, to your community and your world. 

 

• Prayer is action.  It is not mumbling words and waiting for something to happen, but 
consciously feeding the hungry, healing the sick, raising the dead, knowing the truth, 
being compassionate, being forgiving.  Even as you contemplate and meditate, you must 
also take some action to make that prayer beneficial. The Master looked up to heaven, 
but he said to the disciples, “Break!” He didn’t sit around waiting for loaves and fishes to 
come down out of the sky.  Always there is action; always there is the realization of 
Omnipresence, and then acting on it as if it were so.  
 

Joel concludes the lesson by reminding us again that the world uses one power over another, 
but that in spiritual consciousness, we do not use powers.  We dwell in the secret place of the 
Most High. We abide in the Word and let the Word abide in us. We rest in the realization of 
God’s presence, without a battle, without a struggle, without an enemy.  We rest and relax and 
bear witness to God functioning on earth as in heaven.  Joel says, “Above all, you will 
remember—you will never forget—you are the twelve, the seventy, the two hundred. You are 
the light in your community. You are that one, even if there isn’t another, who will not succumb 
to the mesmerism of fear, doubt, hate, envy, jealousy, malice. You are that one who will be a 
rock in your community; a rock of silence, dwelling within yourself in peace, and letting that 
peace descend upon your community.” 


